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1. Intro to seabirds 
a. Their life-histories, and why some seabirds are completely amazing while others are simply 

awesome 

b. Conservation 

c. Flock-at-sea – be excited. Be VERY excited 

2. Go big or go home! The albatrosses 
a. Great albies 

b. Mollymawks 

c. Sooty vs light-mantled 

d. Giant Petrels vs Sooty?  

e. Why is that a gannet, not a great albatross? 

3. Petrels, shearwaters and allies 
a. Spectacled vs White-chinned 

b. White-chinned vs Sooty  

c. Grey 

d. Pterodromas: White-headed, Atlantic & Softies 

e. Fulmarine petrels – sthrn fulmar and pintado (and no, we’re not likely to see Antarctic 

Petrel…) N vs S GPs (and the white one) 

f. Great, Flesh-footed  and Cory’s shears 

g. Little and Manx shearwaters 

4. Storm-petrels, prions and blue petrel 

5. Skuas, terns 
a. Subant vs south Polar 

b. Pomarine, long-tailed and parasitic 

c. Commic terns 
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6. In case we hook into a warm pulse – tropical seabirds 
a. Red-footed booby vs Cape Gannet 

b. Other boobies 

c. Tropicbirds 

d. Sooty and Bridled terns 

e. Wedge-tailed shearwater 

7. What you won’t see (or shouldn’t worry about…) 
a. Penguins 

b. Diving petrels 

c. Scopolis or Cape Verde shearwaters 

d. Kerguelen Petrel 

e. Atlantic Petrel 

f. White-headed Petrel 

g. Blue Petrel 

h. Broad-billed Prion 

i. Salvin's Prion 

j. Fairy Prion 

k. White-bellied Storm Petrel 

l. Grey-backed Storm Petrel 

Diomedea albatrosses – it’s all about combinations 
Monkey suit, or remnants thereof – CANNOT BE A ROYAL-TYPE, your only options are: 

 Wandering 

 Tristan 

 Amsterdam 
 
Amsterdam  
Monkey suit (full or partial) with black cutting edge to bill (difficult to see…). Can only really be 
confirmed with photo/video, or under exceptional viewing conditions 
 
Wandering and Tristan albies 
Generally inseperable at sea, except under highly unusual circumstances  

1. two birds sitting next to one another close enough that you can be sure there are size 
differences!  

2. Tristans never go ‘snowy’ – so extremely white birds = Wandering 
3. Yellow leg-bands used widely on both spp – not actually a reliable marker for spp ID! 

 
General features 

1. Whiten with age, males go whiter sooner than females 
2. Almost always have black in tail (except snowies…) 
3. Wings whiten from centre and middle, ‘blocky’ big white pattern 

 
Royals – rules of engagement! 
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1. black cutting edges to bill (like Amsterdam) 
2. No juvenile plumage – so no monkey suit (unlike Amsterdam/Wamdering/Tristan) 
3. White backs 
4. All-white tails 

 
CIVIL WAR: North vs South 

1. Northerns never break white in wings. EVER. Dark leading edge 
2. Southerns break white in wings quite early – white leading edge 

 
Where there’re rules, there’re exceptions 

1. young Northerns have black outer 1 or 2 tail feathers (but white back with almost-white tail is 
still a good ID feature) 

2. Both spp sometimes have some small, dark patches on back, but back is always extensively 
white 

 
Southerns vs Wanderer-type 

1. break white from front of wing, not centre (cf Wanderers)  
2. white in wings is fine-grained, never blocky 
3. always have white leading edge, Wanderers have ‘blocky’ white patches on leading edge 

 

Mollymawks 
Underwing patter is THE key feature for the 3 most common molly groups we will encounter 

1. Shy-type (Shy and White-capped): narrow black trim all round 
2. BBA – All-dark (juv) or thick, smudgy black trim all round 
3. YNAs – thick black leading edge, narrow black trailing edge 
 
Shy-type 
• Includes Shy (cauta) and White-capped (steadi) 
• Largest of ‘mollies’ 
• Diagnostic black armpit notch 
• Underwings appear all-white in distance, have narrow black edges all round 
• Underwing pattern consistent from Juv  Adult 
• Head and bill colouration changes with age 

 
Black-browed Albatross 

 Adult (easy – should be no 
confusion) 

Sub-adult (also pretty 
easy…2 diagnostic features) 

Juvenile 

1 Adult has orange bill with pinkish 
tip 

Pale-orange bill with dark tip  Brown-grey bill with dark tip  

2 White underwing with thick 
leading & trailing edges 

White underwing with thick, 
smudgy black edging 

Dark underwing 

3 Dark eye-shadow  Incomplete grey collar 

 
 
Juvenile Shy and BBA – confusion is possible 
Both have: 

1. Dark eyes 
2. Greyish bills with black tip 
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3. Pale faces 
4. Grey collars 

 How to separate them? – Wait for the underwing to show 
 
The Yellow-nosed-Grey-headed complex 
Should be fairly straight-forward. People get confused by names – when really ID is about ID features! 
Birds have black bills with yellow stripes and pinkish tips 

1. GHA – Yellow top and bottom of bill – nothing else except vagrant Buller’s Albatross 
2. Atlantic – Grey head without yellow only on upper jaw  
3. Indian – Near-uniform white head without yellow on lower jaw 

 
Juveniles – can be difficult! Underwing patterns are kind of useful, but a bit trixy… 

1. GHA changes with age, like BBA 
2. YNAs are constant, and identical 
3. Juv YNAs are inseparable from each other, but separable from all others. Both have plain black 

bill and white head 
 
So, it’s about the combinations! 
Juv GHA 

1. All-dark-grey head and face, with some white  
2. All-dark bill 
3. All-dark underwings 

 

Phoebetria albatrosses – Sooty and Light-mantled 
Small, brown albatrosses with wedge tails, white eye-liners and black bills. Relatively straight-forward to 
separate these at sea.  

1. Sooty – uniform, satiny-sheened grey-brown, not chocolate as often drawn 
2. Light-mantled – blonde body, brunette head 

 
So, what could go wrong? GPs vs Sooty! 
 
Hopefully Light-mantled is out of the equation – paler GPs always blotchy 
 

Sooty Albatross Giant Petrels 

Bill dark, slender  Bill pale, heavy, very chunky  
Body shape in profile – bullet, short-necked Profile hunch-backed, noticeable neck 
Proportionally longer tail (wedge v. obvious when 
bird banks mid-air 

Tail relatively short, only slightly wedge-shaped 
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The petrel-heads 
There are some key features that are always present, and will always separate these two closely-related, 
medium-sized, dark petrels. 
They both have nearly uniform, nearly-black plumage, with white on face and ivory bills. So, where do 
they differ? Spectacleds have: 

1. their specs (ALWAYS) 
2. ‘dirty’ bill 
3. black tip to the bill – more obvious than you might think, within reasonable range 

 
But at sea, the Spectacled is REALLY different – there’s so much white on the face it really jumps out as 
being different. You do NOT need to rule out every single WCP…you will know when you see one! 
 
WCP vs Sooty Shearwater 
Superficially similar, and both very common in our waters. Sooty is appreciably smaller (but can be 
difficult to judge without something to compare….). The key feature, which can be slightly tricky to see 
at great distance, but is the most reliable feature, is the bill colour. WCPs have IVORY BILLS, Sooty Shears 
have DARK BILLS. Sooties also have silvery underwings, but this can be deceptive – WCPs also have two-
toned underwings, with a silvery sheen on the flight feathers contrasting with the coverts. Lighting 
conditions also vary, so the underwings of Sooties may not always appear pale. 
 
Grey Petrel 
Largish, plain grey bird on top, with a white belly contrasting strongly with grey underwings and dark 
undertail. Closer inspection in better light reveals pale sides to the bill and contrast between head and 
rest of upper-body. The grey from the neck drops down onto the throat area, but it’s not as strong – 
weakly contrasting with rest of underbody. 

1. Head is actually darkest at front, getting paler towards rear, will still contrast with body 
2. Bill is three-toned, dark grey on top plates, yellowish-grey on side plates and paler grey on 

culmen 
 
So, what are the key features for this species? 

1. Topside is GREY. Uniformly grey ontop but tail and head darker grey than rest 
2. White belly, grey wings and dark undertail 
3. Two-toned bill (you wont see all 3 tones unless you get crippling, close-up views!) 

 
The Petrodromas: Atlantic, White-headed, Soft-plumaged and Great-winged petrels 
These are medium-sized ‘gadfly’ petrels, amongst the trickiest to ID definitively. Fortunately, for our 
purposes, we can safely ignore really rare vagrants, and we will cover the 4 most common/likely spp 
(noting that Atlantic Petrel is not at all common, indeed is quite unlikely, but has been recorded from 
our waters irregularly). 
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Atlantic Petrel 
Probably the least-likely to be seen – I’d put our chances at 1/1000. But it’s also a relatively easy bird to 
ID straight-up. Confusion is possible with Grey Petrel and Soft-plumaged Petrel, but there are 
meaningful differences that should short-cut you to a definitive ID for each of them: 
 

Atlantic Petrel Grey Petrel Soft-plumaged Petrel White-headed Petrel 

White belly White belly White belly White belly 

Dark underwings Dark underwings Dark underwings Dark underwings, but 
with white bases to 1°s 

Back & upperwings all-
dark, uniform. No 
contrast topside at all 

Grey, not dark, back & 
wings, contrasting with 
head and tail 

Pale grey top with 
obvious, dark ‘M’ 
across back & wings 

Pale grey top with 
obvious, dark ‘M’ 
across back & wings 

Dark upper 
breast/throat, lower 
belly and undertail 

Dark undertail, but NO 
dark upper-breast 

Dark breast-
band/collar, white 
throat and undertail 

All-white underbody 

 
White-headed Petrel (vs Softies) 
This is a largish bird is superficially similar to the softie, but quite different in jizz. The most obvious 
feature, visible from reasonable distance, is the ‘blackeye’, as if it’s recently been in a bar fight! This is 
completely surrounded by white feathers, making it really stand out. Softies also have the dark eye 
patch, but its connected to their grey collar and so it isn’t as strikingly obvious. Softies also fly much 
faster, with (usually) a more erratic and more rapid twisting, towering, flight. Underside or side view 
should rule out any possible confusion, as White-headed Petrels lack a grey collar 
 
Soft-plumaged Petrel 
A small, fast-moving bird renowned for its exaggerated ‘gadfly’ behavior in flight, which under most 
wind conditions is erratic, with rapid changes in direction and frequent towering, usually done without 
flapping. Key ID features are: 

1. Small, slender build 
2. Dark underwings, white belly, clear dark collar (occasionally incomplete) 
3. Dark ‘M’ on upper wings/back 
4. Dark eye-patch, with grey collar and nape 
5. White ‘face’ and throat 

 
The GPs 
The bill is (almost) everything, and there is no other way to separate these two birds. Except for the 
white morph, which is exclusive to the Southern GP. Both start off life dark chocolate-brown, becoming 
paler with age, starting from the head, always blotchy/mottled. 
The white-morph Southern GP is unmistakeable. Variable dark feathers give each one unique spot 
pattern (including, occasionally, the odd dark flight feather…). 
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Shearwaters 
Bigger species first: there are no meaningful ID challenges here. All 3 common spp are sufficiently 
distinct that half-decent views will confirm them. Flesh-foots are rare, and considered a lucky addition to 
a trip in the W Cape waters…  
 
Great Shearwater 

Key topside ID features: Key underside ID features: 
1. Dark-brown, mottled plumage, darker wing 

tips and tail 
2. Dark bill 
3. White collar – giving ‘capped’ appearance 
4. White “C” on rump 

1. Mostly white 
2. Belly has dark smudge on centre (it’s not 

dirt…) 
 

 
 
Cory’s Shearwater 
The simplest feature to look for in this spp, noting its similar size and superficial similarity to the Great 
Shear, is as follows. The bill is pale yellowy-orange, with a dark tip, and it lacks the white nape/collar of 
the latter. Underside is uniformly white, except for dark rims to underwings.  One minor note of caution: 
it is extremely similar to Scopoli’s Shearwater, which is rare vagrant and is not covered in this 
course…primarily because it’s a bit of a red herring, they basically don’t occur in our waters. 
 

Key topside ID features: Key underside ID features: 

 Dark-brown, mottled plumage, not unlike 
Great shear 

 Orange bill with dark tip 

 No white collar 

 White “C” on rump much smaller/scruffier 

3. Mostly white, no real patterning 
4. Narrow, dark leading and trailing edges 

 

 
Flesh-footed Shearwater 
This is a largish, all-brown shearwater that is somewhat regular off the east coast, and regular visitor in 
very low numbers to the Atlantic Ocean. Confusion is possible with other all-dark-brown seabirds more 
commonly found in the region (e.g. Sooty Shearwater). The key feature is the bill and the feet, the latter 
being less reliably visible than the former. So, if you see a medium-sized, shearwatery type thing, CHECK 
THE BILL!!! This is THE key feature to shortcut you to a confirmed sighting! The bill is pale pink (not 
yellowy-orange) and has a dark tip. This, together with dark brown, not lighter, mottled upper plumage 
of Cory’s, should eliminate all other contenders. 
 
Manx and Little shearwaters 
These two very small, black-and-white shearwaters are tricky to separate in the field, mostly requiring a 
good photo or excellent, close-range views (which are rarer than hens’ teeth!), made more difficult 
because neither follows or associates with boats. You will likely only see them scooting off from the 
front of the vessel, or perhaps flying past the side of the boat. 
 
Little differs from Manx by smaller size (extremely difficult to tell…) and underwing pattern, which has 
white extending down primaries (no dark wedge, unlike Manx which has essentially all-dark primaries). 
Little also tends to have paler face…particularly sub-Antarctic form, possible to see this in good 
conditions. 
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Storm Petrels 
There are 3 spp commonly encountered in our waters, with a 4th – Leach’s – also occurring in deeper 

offshore waters. There are meaningful, easy differences in these species that allow relatively confident 

separation. The most common for most of the year is the Wilson’s stormie. This is all-dark except for the 

white rump band. In flight its feet project well beyond the tail – these two features, together or 

separately, eliminate any possible confusion. The European stormie is very similar to Wilson’s, but, 

conveniently, it has a white stripe in the centre of the underwing – making correct identification almost 

instant. The third expected species is much bigger, with a very different, floppy-winged flight pattern. It 

should jump out at you as being different, especially if you’ve been staring at Wilson’s all morning! It’s 

white belly and large white underwing patch are key – seeing the black belly stripe is a nice bonus to 

really clinch ID, but it’s not diagnostic, as some birds lack it…this makes confusion with White-bellied 

stormies possible, except that this species is now considered a Pacific Ocean endemic. 

The fourth species – Leach’s – is very similar to Wilsons, being all-dark with a white rump band, but it 

has a forked tail, unlike any of the other spp mentioned above – again a diagnostic feature in the region. 

It also consistenly has a pale wing-bar, but note Wilson’s in worn plumage may also have this, so beware 

of using this as the only ID feature. You MUST see the forked tail… 

Prions and the Blue Petrel 
Unfortunately, the prions are a fiendishly tricky group to separate. I’m not going to attempt this for you. 

Take it as read that most of the prions in our waters are Antarctic Prions, and we’re unlikely to even get 

them in late-April, let alone get onto other things. That said, a key feature that separates all prions from 

the otherwise very similar Blue Petrel, is that the latter has a white tip to the tail. All prions have dark 

tips to the tail. This is a very obvious feature, so keep your eyes peeled if we get into really cold water!  

Skuas and terns 
One of the two large Catharacta genus skuas of the southern waters is common – the SubAntarctic or 

Southern Skua, but it is not straightforward to separate them from South Polar Skua. Both are LARGE, 

brown, gull-like birds with prominent white flashes in wings. The SubAnt is dark, mottled brown, but 

variable. It is the ‘default’ Catharacta skua in our waters, with the SP being considerably rarer. 

Key ID features that will separate SP from SA: 

1. Look for the white blaze around the bill – 100% IF PRESENT, but isn’t always 

2. Pale morphs very rare in our waters, but are so strikingly different from the darker morphs that 

ID will be instantaneous if seen 

3. Smaller head & bill than SA 

4. Straw-coloured streaking on neck (variable) 

5. Nape contrasts with back 

Stercorarius skuas 

This group of migratory, small skuas can be particularly tricky. In breeding plumage they are 

unmistakeable, but with juvenile and non-breeding plumages the order of the day in SA, they represent 

a meaningful challenge. There are some heuristics to work with – we will not see Arctic/Parasitic or 

Pomarine skuas after the first day – they are coastal. They are best separated not by looking for the 

plumage features, but by the profile of the bird. This is in part because they are small, very fast, and do 
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not hang around vessels at all, so extended, close-up views are very unlikely. Fortunately, with a bit of 

trial and error, one can pick up on the differences in the shape of their chests quite easily. Pommies are 

big, barrel-chested birds and in profile they have a very ‘chesty’, robust shape. By contrast, the Arctics 

are slim, with a ‘flatter’ chest profile. 

For a Stercorarius skua far from land in our waters, it’s highly likely to be the long-tailed skua. Dark 

morph is tricky, but they lack clear breast-band. The grey morph has a cold grey hue to its plumage. 

Commic terns 

Separating these birds is a dark art…requiring patience and good viewing conditions. Guide books will 

tell you it’s about the rump – Common has grey and Arctic has white. But this is tricky to see and light 

conditions make it a somewhat unreliable feature – although it’s probably the best feature to hand. 

Wing pattern can in theory be used to separate them, but again, light can make the dark primaries of 

the Common seem pale, and can also make the lighter primaries of the Arctic appear darker. In general: 

 dark wedge on upper primaries – Common 

 Thinnest dark line on V of white outer wing - Arctic 

 


